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ABSTRACT

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are lag in lean manufacturing (LM) implementation. The purpose of this study is to develop an effective LM implementation framework, which serves as a practical guideline specifically in machinery and equipment SMEs. Semi-structured interviews are conducted with selected multiple case study respondents. The proposed framework consists of four sequential implementation stages which include 23 essential components to suit the SMEs characteristics. It adopts the PDCA (Plan-To-Check-Act) cycle approach and aligns with company working approaches. This simple and comprehensive framework can assist SMEs lean practitioner in their LM implementation journey systematically and improve the organization’s performance.

1. Introduction

In the competitive economic environment, small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) worldwide are always looking for a better opportunity in continual improvement towards their business market transformation. SMEs play an essential role in contributing to the manufacturing industry. SMEs are striving hard to cope with the challenges to make them stay competitive with the other large organizations, especially in this Industrial Revolution 4.0. One of the popular manufacturing approaches that can be practiced by SMEs to increase production efficiency and create value-added to customers is via lean manufacturing (LM) implementation [1]–[4]. Value is defined as any product or service that a customer would be willing to pay for from their working perspectives [5]. Manufacturing companies that are implementing lean will benefit from a variety of advantages, such as profit generations and expand the business market growth [6]–[8]. In the manufacturing industry in Malaysia, SMEs are defined as firms having a sales turnover not exceeding RM50 million or with the number of full-time employees not exceeding 200 [9]. SMEs are the backbone of the economy, and 98.5% of businesses in Malaysia are SMEs. Malaysia’s SMEs GDP achieved a numerous growth at 6.2% exceeded Malaysia’s GDP which recorded at 4.7% in 2018. The SMEs GDP contribution increased to 38.3% as compared to 37.8% in 2017 [10]. In the 11th Malay-
sian Program, the machinery and equipment (M&E) industry is regarded as a catalyst for the transition to greater economic growth in the country. In addition, the M&E industry contributed a total of RM 40.5 billion (USD 10.3 billion) in exports in 2018. It is anticipated that this figure will rise at an average annual rate of 4.1% by 2020, reaching RM 43 billion (USD 10.9 billion) [11]. LM has been applied in manufacturing industries extensively, such as in the automotive sector, but there is still a lack of research focusing on the LM framework application in the M&E sector. There are some weaknesses and barriers that hinder LM implementation due to several factors such as lack of suitable LM framework specifically designed for SMEs to follow and always caused the LM initiative to fail [12]. There is no standard LM implementation process framework, as none of the available frameworks or models on LM provides a stepwise guideline or process to implement LM [4]. Besides, most of the LM frameworks are developed for large manufacturing companies, but lack of attention to SMEs [13]. The most common problem in implementing lean concepts for SMEs is the lack of understanding of the concept itself and its principles [14]. Although many enterprises succeed in applying LM around the world, less than 20% of them have sustained lean activities for an extended period [15]. This showed SMEs still must explore the best way of LM implementation to suit their needs. There are many various types of existing LM implementation frameworks that had been proposed by researchers or academicians for application in different sectors of the industry. However, M&E SMEs still find it difficult to implement LM and they are not able to enjoy similar benefits as other large organizations. This study aims to explore the current LM approaches adopted in M&E SMEs and develop a systematic LM framework to overcome the limitation of the existing frameworks. It will be beneficial for SMEs lean practitioner and manager to utilize the right approaches to start their lean journey effectively for continuous improvement and transform to a higher level.

This paper is presented in five sections: the first section introduces the LM implementation overview and research objectives. The second section discusses the literature review of the existing LM implementation frameworks for SMEs and current research gaps. The research methodology and case company general background is described in the third section. The fourth section contains the different case studies data collection and analysis of their LM implementation methodology adopted. This is followed by the development of the proposed new LM implementation framework and discussion of the framework's features. The last section presents the conclusions with the limitation of the study and future works recommendations.

2. Literature review

LM is originated from Toyota Production System (TPS) [16] and later popularised by the book titled “The Machine That Changed the World” [17]. The main aim of the LM concept is to eliminate non-value-added activities generally referred to as waste. Three primary enemies of lean in the production system are Muda (waste), Mura (unevenness), and Muri (overburden) [18]. The seven forms of wastes, which are overproduction, waiting, transportation, excess processing, inventories, motion, and defects [16]. The proposed five key lean principles start with identifying value from the voice of customer, mapping value stream which specifying the process creating the value; the process should run in a continuous flow to deliver quality product just in time to the customer; Pull system prevents any overproduction and finally, continuously improve the system in the pursuit of perfection [19]. These key principles must first be understood before implementing LM in SMEs [21]-[22]. The most substantial challenge encountered by SMEs is to know which principles, tools and practices to implement and how to effectively apply them in problem-solving [12]. LM also applies to different industries or organizations irrespective of their size [17]. SMEs' organizations adopted LM system implementation contributes to operational excellence, improves customer satisfaction, increases profitability with competitiveness growth [2], [7]. The motivations for SMEs in choosing LM are to solve critical issues and achieve business performance sustainability.

2.1 Review of Existing LM Implementation Frameworks

The goal of LM is to respond to customer demand with the aim of waste elimination at the lowest cost [4]. A framework consists of a set of simplified structures that are easy to understand and the organizations can adopt it systematically for effective implementation [22]. The lack of a well-structured implementation plan for SMEs is the reason why lean practices are less likely to be successful [23]. Therefore, the development of the suitable LM framework in SMEs is fundamentally essential to allow lean practitioners to clearly understand the critical elements
and requirements needed for implementing LM successfully. The development of a suitable framework must satisfy these proposed set of characteristics criteria when considered applicable for SMEs [24]:

1. Systematic and easily understood
2. Simple in the structure
3. Having clear links between the elements or steps outlined
4. General enough to suit different contexts
5. Represent a road map and a planning tool for implementation
6. Answers “how to?” and not “what is?” the initiative approach
7. Implementable in SMEs

Systematic literature review of the frameworks for lean implementation in SMEs reveal that there is still a gap in presenting a simple, adapted and verified framework that takes into account the specific needs and requirements of SMEs in terms of size constraints and with a strong connection to their overall strategy [25]. Several essential components (implementation process steps, lean tools, and success factors) in three phases LM implementation framework derived from the successful lean experiences of four manufacturing case SMEs were presented [12]; however, there is limited discussion of the current existing LM framework presented in terms of SME’s dimensions and the proposed framework requires more critical elements or other experiences for enrichment. The comprehensive LM implementation roadmap in multinational companies in Brazil was developed in five stages as a practical guideline [26]. The project-based lean implementation framework investigated 28 lean initiatives with nine critical success lean factors systematically in four phases [27]. However, these two proposed frameworks are not designed specifically to suit the SMEs requirements and recommend a practical validation in the actual case study. The framework of critical success factors for lean implementation in Vietnam manufacturing enterprises in six dimensions was discussed [15], but the framework was not able to answer how to implement the approach. The simple conceptual framework using eight steps of Kotter’s model based on change management theory was proposed [28]. This model did not include the process steps in terms of operational perspective. A comprehensive conceptual framework for LM excellence was presented [29]. The pillars of LM and respective elements did not represent a roadmap and planning tool for LM implementation. The conceptual framework adopted 11 essential soft lean practices (human-related aspects) towards the successful LM implementation in Malaysia SMEs, but it does not discuss the importance of other hard lean practices (LM technical tools) elements and there is no clear link between these elements [30]. The theoretical LM framework using two case study approach in the printing industry showed that a lack of systematic guide and the structure outlined was not straightforward [31]. The simple lean supply chain performance framework in a food manufacturing SME based on various performance measurement scorecards was developed [32]. It is recommended that other lean critical success factors and lean tools practices should be emphasized in LM implementation. A framework for LM implementation which consists of three major phases was developed from a review of frameworks based on the eight critical parameters [33]. However, this conceptual framework has not proven it is implementable in actual case SMEs and did not emphasize on other lean critical success factors such as the organizational culture change aspect.

2.2 Research Gap and Problem Identification

A lean organization is characterized as an organization that upholds key lean performance aspects that are suitable for all management’s functions. It is considered as a broad concept of integration system to improve the process efficiency in value creation. There is no unique framework for smooth lean implementation from the study, as it needs to be customized to each organization [13]. The systematic reviewed of the available lean framework which considered universal or perfectly suits for applicability in SMEs based on their specific characteristic is very limited [25]. Therefore, it would be worthwhile to study this LM phenomenon more contextually and specifically in an industry cluster for M&E. The review of the existing LM implementation frameworks identifies that there is a lack of practical framework as straightforward guidance in the context of M&E SMEs. There is a lack of organizational change management methodology for SMEs in their LM implementation readiness, especially involving know-how techniques when adopting the changes. Nonetheless, the existing LM implementation frameworks and approaches introduced are more focused on the lean concepts or principles than a sequence of steps. Although several frameworks have been presented, many companies still find it challenging to implement lean and have a great impact on unsuccessful results [13]. Furthermore, most of these frameworks do not
examine the detail of LM practices correspond to the current approaches used in the case companies. Therefore, there is a strong need to propose an effective framework that is explicitly designed to serve as a useful guideline for LM implementation in M&E SMEs in an attempt to fill up this gap.

3. Methodology

In Malaysia, M&E sector is classified into four major sub-sectors [11]: Specialized process machinery or equipment for a specific industry, metalworking machinery, power generating M&E, and general industrial M&E, components, and parts.

There remains limited insight of LM adoption for M&E sector in Malaysia, as most research has been primarily conducted in the automotive industry [34]. Therefore, the selection criteria for the study area were M&E companies that met the definitions of Malaysian manufacturing SMEs. All the case companies should have at least one year of LM implementation experiences regardless of their success or not in lean attempting. There are three case SMEs that showed a strong interest and willingness to involve in this study. The purposive sampling is employed for the selection of targeted case companies, as the respondents can provide the best information to describe the detailed LM implementation situation in achieving the aim of this study. The general profile of the three case companies is shown in Table 1.

The qualitative study by using the semi-structured interview with open-ended questionnaires was employed. The interview questionnaires were slightly adapted to suit the study and divided into two sections as following [31]:

1. The first part describes the company profiles and motivation to implement LM.
2. The second part explores the lean tools implemented in the company, the methodological approach used in LM process steps and critical challenges faced.

The questionnaires established were validated by two local university academicians who are experts in the LM field before the pilot interview. Pilot interviews were conducted during the initial appointment with the case SMEs senior management staff to explain the overall research plan and objectives study before scheduled the actual interview. Draft questionnaires were also issued to them to verify the content on the same day. This is to confirm that SMEs respondents understand the meaning of the questions and to prevent any wrong interpretation. The useful feedback and recommendations were then reviewed along with minor adjustments made to the questionnaires before certifying the finalized data collection instruments were acceptable for the actual interview. Three staff (Table 2) were selected to represent each case company from the management level to respond in the face-to-face interview. This is to ensure the answers can have wider coverage and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establishment year</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company ownership</td>
<td>Family own</td>
<td>Joint venture</td>
<td>Joint venture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of full-time employees</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year sales turnover (RM)</td>
<td>Within 5 million to 10 million range</td>
<td>Within 5 million to 10 million range</td>
<td>Within 10 million to 15 million range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main products</td>
<td>Rubbery machinery</td>
<td>Surface treatment</td>
<td>Industrial wires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of years in LM implementation</td>
<td>≈3 years</td>
<td>≈7 years</td>
<td>≈15 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of M&amp;E sub-sector</td>
<td>Specialized process in the agriculture industry</td>
<td>Specialized process in the aerospace industry</td>
<td>General industrial in components and parts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Case studies company profile information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company / Respondents</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Senior management</td>
<td>Senior engineering manager</td>
<td>Senior factory manager</td>
<td>General manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle management</td>
<td>R&amp;D manager</td>
<td>Planner</td>
<td>Business manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bottom management</td>
<td>Finance executive</td>
<td>Quality engineer</td>
<td>QC executive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
management will review the lean result regularly with the line leader to require help needed. Senior management monitored the 5S progress and highlighted to parts by following the instruction given. The operation will work with the shop floor employees in execution lead on the lean project as assigned, and line leader maintenance employees. Middle management takes the mental starting point for LM process improvement view [25]. 5S housekeeping was adopted as a fundamental of LM concept application, followed by the incorporation of latest technology in the future. LM projects are usually initiated through a top-down approach from senior management. During the pre-implementation phase, tasks are passed down to the responsible shop floor employees through a short briefing or quick discussion. The intention for LM implementation was identified which normally to solve the operational production issues. The project selection is based on the easiest to implement such as in the intermediate bulk containers areas which were started on a small scale. There is no specific step-by-step process framework planning to follow during the lean project implementation. The most practiced lean tool in SMEs is the 5S, which has the highest presence frequency from the systematic literature review [25]. 5S housekeeping was adopted as a fundamental starting point for LM process improvement in the identified equipment storage area in the year 2018, which caused the significant loss of waiting time searching for tools during operation hours by maintenance employees. Middle management takes the lead on the lean project as assigned, and line leader will work with the shop floor employees in execution parts by following the instruction given. The operators monitored the 5S progress and highlighted to the line leader to require help needed. Senior management will review the lean result regularly with the manager in-charged and make the key decision based on the result. There is no official on job training related to LM previously. Therefore, senior management highlighted that it is vital to invest in lean training to upgrade employee knowledge. This can build-up the right lean thinking mindset and apply learning in the workplace. Most of the shop floor employees practiced the basic 5S, especially in the first 3S: Sort, Set in Order, and Shine without a deep understanding of the lean concept philosophies. The last “2S” in the 5S which namely Standardize and Sustain, were not rigorously follow up with persistent execution. 5S was performed only during the non-routine period with low priority and employees felt it was an additional task. The shop floor employees implemented 5S as an ad-hoc job and only practicing it on and off when instructed. The continuous improvement initiatives and lean project implementation roadmap were not in place to sustain the 5S system actively. Company A is still not clear on how to implement lean effectively, and what to apply with the lean concept. There is no alignment in the common goals between the management and the shop floor employees due to a lack of two-way open communication. This caused the lean results to fail during halfway and end up not able to deliver the expected outcomes. In summary, company A still considered as lean beginner with low level of implementation. The LM application is fragmented and unsuccessful. The R&D manager claimed: “LM implementation framework is essential for lean beginners, as a useful guideline to establish know-how application with mitigating the risks and pitfalls”.  

4. Results and discussion

4.1 Case Study Company A

Company A primarily manufactures rubber machinery since 1990. It provides the design and installation of natural rubber processing machinery according to customer needs, primarily focus on automation. Top management aims the lean concept could bring drastic transformation to production efficiency, working culture change, and upgrade the employee skill competency. The company mission clearly defines the strategy to strengthen the fundamental of LM concept application, followed by the incorporation of latest technology in the future. LM projects are usually initiated through a top-down approach from senior management. During the pre-implementation phase, tasks are passed down to the responsible shop floor employees through a short briefing or quick discussion. The intention for LM implementation was identified which normally to solve the operational production issues. The project selection is based on the easiest to implement such as in the intermediate bulk containers areas which were started on a small scale. There is no specific step-by-step process framework planning to follow during the lean project implementation. The most practiced lean tool in SMEs is the 5S, which has the highest presence frequency from the systematic literature review [25]. 5S housekeeping was adopted as a fundamental starting point for LM process improvement in the identified equipment storage area in the year 2018, which caused the significant loss of waiting time searching for tools during operation hours by maintenance employees. Middle management takes the lead on the lean project as assigned, and line leader will work with the shop floor employees in execution parts by following the instruction given. The operators monitored the 5S progress and highlighted to the line leader to require help needed. Senior management will review the lean result regularly with the
LM is not the new subject to company B and they had transformed a high understanding of lean principles into actual implementation from the interview with respondents. Company B started LM on a small scale and gradually expanded across the other critical areas. The factory manager will oversee the entire LM implementation and having daily communication with employees in the production meeting. LM project is led by the respective managerial level staff with cross-functional team collaboration between the relevant department involved. Company B normally will use the currently available resources in LM implementation unless the lean project is worth the return of investment, and this also subjected to managing director approval. It actively identified the opportunity for improvement in waste elimination, through the solid lean foundation established for seven years ago. For example, the OPL was implemented in the year of 2014, which serves as quality alert communication to the shop floor employees. The visual control board was used to display the simple OPL to remind the employees of the correct way of doing things. The top management will regularly review the progress of lean projects and discussed the next course of action planned with middle management. The managing director is always open to the employee for discussion whenever they face the difficulties and encourage the employee to think creatively on problem-solving in the workplace. Middle management highlighted that the employees are practicing learned by doing in their work areas independently with the steps-by-steps guidance and coaching from experienced senior staff until mature. Job rotation is delegated as an opportunity to improve the employee’s lean knowledge skills and to grow their self-development. The employee’s high involvement and empowerment given in the LM implementation improvement projects also bind to individual performance indicators assessment criterion for promotion. The key challenges faced by Company B come from the shop floor employees are not familiar with the lean tools and tend to make simple mistakes. Therefore, comprehensive lean training was conducted periodically through organized workshops and seminars by qualified internal trainers. Besides that, lean projects were monitored closely, and lean indicators data were collected for detailed analysis. The management demonstrated its commitment by monthly reviewing lean status and established the result-oriented rewards system as recognition. Company B is emphasizing the post-implementation of LM by assessed the main lesson learned and documenting the good lean practices for continuous improvement in large scale run. In short, the LM implementation in Company B is at a moderate level and the success is restricted to departmental level. The lean achievement was acknowledged by valued customers with providing positive feedback for further enhancement. The planner from company B stated: “A good LM implementation framework can be used as a reference guides in strategy planning and forms the important steps through systematic working instructions, and it must be adaptable to suit different company needs”.

4.3 Case Study Company C

Company C was formed in the year 1997 to manufacture industrial wire. It provides a wide range of advantages in producing the wire as customized by the customers with different types of imported machines. The motivation to adopt lean is to achieve business survival in the competitive global market and improve the quality standard to meet customer requirements. The company claimed that they had implemented the lean tools since many years ago but did not aware that it is related to LM implementation. The executive-level staff is still not familiar with the in-depth lean concept and terminology. The lean tools adopted in Company C are kaizen, Gemba, 5S, visual display, SOP, and work instruction. Company C started the LM implementation since 2004, aligned with its effort to achieve the ISO 9001 certification, as there is a close relationship between the quality management system process compliance in connection with the integration of lean tools concepts such as work standardization and continuous improvement. The defect of products was the primary form of wastes in the prioritization of lean project selection. For example, major defective products such as rejection of wire entanglement would return from the customer for sorting and rework, and this causes unnecessary high productivity loss and cost of quality. The internal lean training was conducted in response to the critical quality issues raised by emphasizing lean awareness and preventive measures. There is no specific lean subject matter expert in conducting the intensive lean training to the employees and they did not engage the lean consultant for support. The weekly internal meeting will be called up to discuss the non-conformance issues and brainstorming for practical solutions. The production supervisors will provide the steps-by-steps coaching to the relevant operators by following the SOP documents with practical demonstration until they are fully aware of it. The SOP was transferred into the work instruc-
tions format to ease their understanding of the standard steps described. Simple words translation and visual aid tools such as video were adopted to break the language barriers faced by foreign workers. The senior management has shown excellent leadership commitment by allocating the necessary resources needed in lean projects. LM implementation was led by middle management with the relevant executive staff to execute the implemented system in a teamwork manner. A lean committee was formed to plan the LM projects and assess the risks. The general manager (GM) will arrange the Gemba walk with the management team to have a quick understanding of the problems that happen on the production floor and discuss the improvement action plan for the solution. The lean result was reviewed by the GM as a key decision-maker to make the final call, and the approved procedures were documented. The key barrier faced by management during the LM implementation is the lack of lean knowledge among the shop floor employees and this requires a longer time to convince them for early lean engagement. Middle management revealed that the importance of management to lead by example in LM implementation to motivate the cultivation of strong teamwork and positive working culture change. Senior management also underlined the integration of lean management system to daily work to effectively deal with the production problems and create value-added to the customers. The management team is very committed to achieving lean success through workforce skill transformation in alignment with the company policy to get customer recognition. Senior management believed that LM is the essential strategy for their continuous improvement growth in the organization and the emphasis of lean could assist in streamline the operation flow efficiency in the large-scale run. LM implementation in Company C is still at the low to moderate level and the LM achievement is slightly successful due to lack of standardization in lean tool’s practices. To quote from the GM: “LM framework is vital for SMEs since it serves as a standardized step-by-step implementation outline for lean practitioners in effective problem-solving”.

4.4 Analysis of LM Implementation Methodology Used in Case Study SMEs

SMEs should exploit their strengths and better cope with their weaknesses when conducting the LM implementation framework while making any changes, as SMEs tend to be more flexible, able to respond quickly, have talented human resources, and suffer less bureaucracy than larger organizations [24]. SMEs can promptly engage the lean team members in the shortest time to discuss improvements and implementation needs, and the lean leader can make timely decisions for emergency situations. The simple structures in SMEs allow flexibility in the LM implementation, which is easily adaptable to process changes. Also, the strong organizational culture in SMEs helps to ease the launch of the LM implementation project. Management tracks the changes and manages the duty of employees to ensure the job is performed efficiently. Few numbers of employees in SMEs can rapidly cultivate strong cooperation and tend to engage in a team. They are easily motivated and work towards the same goals. On the other hand, staff are multitaskers and willing to support each other to ensure the success of LM implementation in M&E SMEs. The proposed framework utilizes 65 LM elements to deal with the various shortcomings of the frameworks [35]. Lean implementation framework proposes appropriate practices and decision tools assigned to each phase has been developed from a structured literature review [27]. Table 3 shows the review of general LM implementation process steps presented in case SMEs. All three case SMEs are using the top-down approach in their LM implementation, and there is no specific standard framework or steps used.

In summary, all three cases SMEs adopt different approaches and process steps in their LM implementation journey. Therefore, the LM results are also varying from each other. Although LM has been implemented to a certain extent, but there is still a lack of good understanding of lean concepts and human-related factors which often lead to lean failures. The people development system conceptual framework emphasized on three integration elements namely Key Performance Indicators (KPI), respect for people and, skill and knowledge was developed to enhance the employee’s problem-solving capability in lean process management implementation [36]. They are some common practices that have been seen across these three companies, such as communication for job distribution, recognize the need for changes, starting with a pilot project, identify the waste of improvement area, lean progress monitoring, and top management review for approval. These standard process steps or lean practices listed are not performed in the chronological order and the case SMEs are flexible to adapt based on their prioritization. The analysis of the LM implementation methodology is essential in the LM framework development, so that the proposed framework can be
fitted into the SME’s lean practices.

4.5 LM Implementation Framework for M&E SMEs

The interview respondents highlighted that the development of a comprehensive LM implementation framework specifically for M&E SMEs is essential to serve as practical guidance and systematic outline to follow in an effective way. The success of LM experiences in M&E SMEs can improve the operational cost savings and satisfy the customer requirements. The proposed framework focuses on the low to moderate level of lean adoption to suit their degree of adaptability and organizational maturity. The case companies already have some years of expertise in lean project implementation experiences, so the LM framework is designed to enhance their requirements. This framework is covering the entire company from the top management level until the bottom level of production shop floor employees. LM implementation strategic framework providing the top management for an overview operational planning of the LM implementation in aligning with the company policies and lean goals. The overall masterplan outline is developed to have a glimpse of LM implementation in the company within a specific timeline. Top management shall take the lead to kick-off the LM implementation, provide the required lean resources, and make the key decision to endorse the result. Middle management act as the intermediate connection between the top management and bottom management in lean project coordination. Bottom management shall communicate effectively with the shop floor employees for the requirement and work closely on the execution process by providing suitable coaching in real-life problem-solving. The proposed LM implementation framework is divided into the sequential four stages as following and the process steps were presented in Table 4:

1. Pre-implementation (Plan): lean problems identification and project planning
2. Implementation (Do): lean training and project implementation
3. Evaluation: Lean result (Check): lean result performance analysis and management review
4. Post Implementation (Act): continuous improvement and sustain a lean culture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company Name</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Establish the lean policy and objectives</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Form the lean implementation committee</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication for job distribution</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognize the need for changes</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kick-off meeting and orientation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting with a pilot project</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify lean indicators</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean project planning framework for changes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assess the current lean level and gaps analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean principles and tools training to employees</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify the waste of improvement area</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean progress status monitoring and feedback</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean data collection and data analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean result review</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean impact assessment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top management review and approval</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lean practices standardizations and sustaining</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension the scope with large scale projects</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation of the actions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous improvement for perfection</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: A (X) indicates that the step was carried out while a (-) denotes that it was not.

Table 3. Review of LM implementation process steps in case SMEs
The SIPOC (Supplier, Input, Process, Output, and Customer) methodology is the simplest and easiest way to understand the process flow involved in the supply chain [37]. Understanding the need for change in terms of customer value perspective and define the targeted problems is the pre-requisite

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. The proposed framework for LM implementation in M&amp;E SMEs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1: Pre-implementation (Plan)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) Understand the needs and requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Define the needs for change, SIPOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Specific the value, voice of customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) Define the problems statements clearly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Brainstorm ideas, communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Lesson learned review, adopt the SWIH approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Form the current state, &quot;As Is&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) Select the targeted problems and areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Pareto analysis of defects and wastes identification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Process flow chart mapping, Gemba walk, management review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Competency assessments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) Form the lean committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Small lean team (5 to 10 persons)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Teamwork, define the responsibility and roles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- If have risk, go back to step 1 e) for re-planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e) Establish the lean masterplan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Project management, baseline data collection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Gantt chart for execution timeline monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Resource planning (cost, people, facility)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Define the lean policy (SMART goals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f) Select the suitable lean indicators measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Select the critical lean parameters monitoring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Define lean performance measurement matrix</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for LM project selection. The LM implementation framework usually starts with a pilot-scale and small group of relevant employees due to the limited resources of SMEs. LM implementation will be designed to embed into the employee’s daily jobs function as this integration will increase the employee’s direct involvement and they will feel the benefits of lean bring into their workplaces. An effective communication process plays a vital role at all levels in ensuring the success of LM implementation [38]. The shop floor employees will take the initiative to feedback the problems directly to their superior and discuss the working solutions to mitigate the risks via a bottom-up approach. M&E SMEs can integrate the LM implementation structure introduced into the company management system and align with the current working methods. It is essential to assess the link between lean readiness, the approach taken and the level of sustainability achieved in LM implementation [39]. Early lean engagement and change management for the employee towards LM implementation project readiness can create a high impact on achieving the sustainable lean result. The right selection of appropriate lean parameters (inputs) on the targeted main areas in primary waste management (Muda, Mura, Muri) is of utmost importance as this need to align with the key performance assessment metrics (outputs) in determining the efficacy of the results of LM implementation versus project goals. The selection of suitable lean tools is essential, as not every lean tool is ideal for SMEs. The feasible lean tools selection for LM implementation in SMEs are categorized into the basic, intermediate, and advanced levels based on their lean maturity level [40]. The four critical success factors for LM implementation in SMEs are leadership and management, finance, skills and expertise, and organizational culture [2]. Besides that, the soft elements and employee lean knowledge enhancement are the critical key element in the determination of LM implementation successfully that cannot be neglected. The internal trainer should have a robust lean knowledge understanding and able to educate this lesson to the others by conducting the intensive lean workshop. Lean training skills matrix is developed to assess the employee competency level based on the KPI setting. A new physical simulation game framework was introduced to provide an interesting hands-on training experience to the trainees to get a deeper understanding of the lean principles [41]. This will increase the employee’s acceptance towards lean and inspire the creative mindset in the lean application. A Swedish national program experienced the LM implementation in SMEs in three major areas of activity: spreading inspiration and knowledge, education in lean production, and coaching methodology [42]. PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle is a reliable tool used for continuous improvement in kaizen workshops to define the current state and plan the execution actions systematically to achieve the result [43]. This framework structure consists of 23 easy to follow elements or steps, with using the PDCA approaches integrated into four phases of implementation. PDCA cycle is a systematic and repeating four-stage method for continually improving the process [37]. This can built-up the strong confidence for SMEs lean practitioner and strengthen the sustainability of LM practices for the long term after the post-implementation.

4.6 Features of LM Implementation Framework for M&E SMEs

The notion of establishing the LM implementation framework which provides the main elements (steps, tools and success factors) has been introduced which compliant with the set of seven characteristics that are considered suitable for SMEs [12]. The three highlighted features in the proposed LM framework are building the lean expert team, lessons-learned review and documentation, and lean implementation monitoring and controlling [27]. The main characteristics of the proposed framework are emphasized on the importance of LM awareness, identify lean drivers and barriers, identify appropriate tools, the involvement of all stakeholders, understand the entire supply chain activities to improve the performance matrices, and reward system for employees [33]. This proposed LM framework is further enhanced by introducing four emerging elements to close-up the existing gaps. First, it specifies value from the standpoint of the end customer at the very beginning first step in Stage 1, based on the first step outlined in 5 key lean principles. It is essential to define the customer’s needs for a specific product and how SMEs can meet the requirements or expectations to maximize the gains while minimizing waste. The lean change management is emphasized in Stage 2 before starting the lean project implementation in SMEs. All employees should be engaged in the lean readiness towards the early cultural change adaption and play their roles in contributing to the lean transformation in the company. The lean process monitoring, performance measurement, data analysis and result evaluation are introduced in Stage 3 to facilitate the key decision making in management review. The human element is one of the critical success factors in LM
which require to be integrated into SMEs company management system. The assessment of employee’s performance based on the KPI system established in Stage 4 can enhance the lean knowledge sharing and retention in the company. The upgrading of employees in lean skills and expertise can strengthen the sustainability of LM in SMEs.

The proposed LM implementation framework is a simple and practical guideline that aims to overcome the shortcomings of the existing frameworks. The main features of this framework are presented in the following:

- This is the self-explanatory framework, which is easy to understand and followed.
- LM implementation processes are integrated with the company management system and working culture.
- The case studies company’s current LM good practices are reviewed and adapted.
- It has introduced the lean critical success factors needed for application in SMEs.
- It has included feasible lean practices and basic quality tools to enhance adoption.
- It focuses on the customers in value creation by understanding their needs and satisfies the requirements.
- It focuses on the employee’s lean knowledge and skills development. Lean thinking mindset is instilled in the early stage, and relevant lean tools application training is conducted before starting the lean projects.
- Employee competency levels are assessed via performance measurement systems.
- It suits SMEs flexible characteristic and lean suitability level with creating the continuous feedback loop or checkpoint to assess the achievement of lean goals.
- Employee involvement and empowerment are emphasized with teamwork, open feedback, reward recognition, motivation, communication, and skill upgrade.
- Lean is enhanced through continuous improvement and sustainable performances.
- Top management leadership commitment is emphasized throughout every stage of LM implementation to ensure the management system meet the company goals.

4.7 Validation of LM Implementation Framework for M&E SMEs

An academician with extensive experience in LM field from the local university and SMEs case companies had validated the proposed LM implementation framework and its feature description. The valuable comments were embraced and documented as shown in the finalized framework (see Table 4). Overall, the proposed LM framework is understandable, has covered most of the critical elements required for implementation and is considered to be well incorporated into M&E SMEs to suit their needs. Five validation questions were adopted as follows [44]:

1. Has the framework covered most of the essential LM implementation elements?
2. How understandable is this framework?
3. How feasible is this implementable framework for M&E SMEs?
4. Any comment on the features and/or drawbacks of this framework?
5. Suggestion for improvement (if any).

5. Conclusions

SMEs are essential to the national building development and creation of job employment opportunities for a country. However, SMEs are always lag during the LM implementation as compared to other large organizations. The lean results obtained are still very weak in the case SMEs mainly due to the poor lean implementation or wrong adoption for lean approaches. The main objective of this research is to develop a suitable LM implementation framework for M&E SMEs for them to succeed in their lean journey. Open-ended questions are used when conducted the semi-structured interview with the selected multiple case study of M&E SMEs respondents. Lean techniques and basic quality tools are included in the framework for lean practitioners to ease the lean implementation. The proposed framework consists of four implementation stages presented in the easy to follow sequential steps with adopting the PDCA approach. The LM implementation is integrated with the company management system, so that lean application is well connected to the current work practices to enhance the effectiveness of problem-solving. M&E SMEs management must emphasize much on the critical success factors and adopt the right approach of LM implementation methodology during their lean implementation journey to increase the chances of success. The development of
the new LM implementation operational framework serves as a practical methodology and straightforward guidance in the context of M&E SMEs for industrial applications.

This study has made three major contributions. First, the current approaches and LM implementation process steps in case SMEs were examined. LM implementation framework is constructed based on the real-life LM experiences derived from these actual practices with enhancement elements. This can assist SMEs lean practitioner in adopting the right approaches and applying good LM practices in their workplace. Second, a lot of useful opinions were gathered from the bottom management level up to senior management level respondents. The active involvement of well-trained employees from all levels and performance development is the key success of LM implementation. Third, the proposed LM framework is developed based on the organizational lean maturity level and adaptable to suit the characteristic of SMEs. M&E SMEs can assess the current methodology adopted in their LM implementation and work out the proper LM strategy planning for continuous improvement to a higher level. The limitation of this study is this framework is still not yet practically implemented by any of the SMEs for validation. It is strongly suggested that this framework can be further improved via actual case study application or action research to verify the effectiveness.

Lastly, future research could be expanded to cover other manufacturing sectors in SMEs for broader generalization, including shop-floor employees to validate the findings for improving the framework.
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